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A morning with a view of the Wawel, and an afternoon with a view of a lucrative contract? A fruitful

business day ending with a peaceful walk through one of the most beautiful Polish cities? Mix business

and pleasure and take advantage of the Krakow hotels’ unique offer prepared for guests of the Krakow

Trade Fair.

Attractive fall accommodation prices are another reason to do business in Krakow.

1. Take part in highly profiled b2b fairs.

2. Take advantage of the attractive offers of the best Krakow hotels prepared for our guests.

3. Feel safe. Both the facility, EXPO Krakow and partner hotels meet the highest sanitary

standards.

The autumn calendar of the Krakow Fair is packed to the brim. It is dominated by industry fairs

dedicated to a clearly defined group of recipients. The KRAKDENT® dental trade fair, a series of

industrial events that you can read about at www.targiprzemyslowe.pl (SyMas trade fair,

Maintenance, KOMPOZYT-EXPO®, Fastener Poland®, ASSEMBLY GO, INTER TECH TOOLS) or the

International Trade Fair for Hotel and Gastronomy Equipment HORECA® - are just some of the

events, the dates of which are worth saving in your calendar. All events will take place in the

new sanitary regime, maintaining the highest safety standards.

When planning a stay in Krakow, take advantage of the special hotel offer for trade fair

participants. It is worth emphasizing that this offer has been prepared by our proven partners,

whom we trust. These are places that ensure the highest sanitary standards.

List of hotels participating in the action:

Sheraton Grand Krakow *****

Holiday Inn Centrum *****

Galaxy ****

Centrum ****

Legend ***

Best Western Plus Old Town ***

Regent ***

Artur ***

Krakus***

Vienna House***

The offer is available on the pages of the individual events in the Hotel Reservations tab and in

the Hotel Booking Department, phone: +4812 651 90 21, e-mail: hotele@targi.krakow.pl
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